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EARTHPASTE
PEPPERMINT
4 oz. Tube

Ingredients: Purified
Water, Food Grade Redmond
Clay®, Xylitol, Peppermint
Essential Oil, Menthol,
Redmond Real Salt®,
Tea Tree Oil.
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“Earthpaste is a refreshing twist on a truly natural
toothpaste! After trying it, I am hooked! It feels great
to know that there is a toothpaste that is actually
good for you if you accidentally swallow it.”

				~Tika B
“Earthpaste is the best natural toothpaste I’ve tried!
My mouth feels so clean.”
				~Annie V

“It’s wonderful to finally find a toothpaste we can feel
good about using for ourselves and our family.”
			~Mike & Michelle M

EARTHPASTE
WINTERGREEN
4 oz. Tube

“I love how clean Earthpaste makes my mouth feel!
The essential oils give it a great flavor.”

Ingredients: Purified
Water, Food Grade Redmond
Clay®, Xylitol, Wintergreen
Essential Oil, Menthol,
Redmond Real Salt®,
Tea Tree Oil.
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				~Ryan S

“If you try Earthpaste, you will love it. all the right ingredients, none of the wrong ones – Taste is a winner.”
				~Chris S

“Earthpaste is so clean and natural and has a great
aftertaste. So happy to have finally found a great
natural toothpaste.”
				~Melanie S

EARTHPASTE
CINNAMON
4 oz. Tube

Ingredients: Purified
Water, Food Grade Redmond
Clay®, Xylitol, Cinnamon
Essential Oil, Redmond Real
Salt®, Tea Tree Oil.

Made with Real Salt® & Redmond Clay®
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We Keep It Real
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Redmond Trading Company, L.C.
475 West 910 South • Heber City, UT 84032
www.earthpaste.com • 800-367-7258

Safe to Eat

No Glycerin
No Fluoride
Safe to Eat
From the Earth
No Artificial Coloring
No Foaming Agents

All the ingredients in Earthpaste are from the earth.
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About Redmond

By most standards, Redmond is a very different organization. In today’s business world, many companies
exist around the idea that profit is the sole reason for
existence, and that employees are a means to that end.
By contrast, Redmond’s philosophy is that profit is the
means, but that the end goal is human development and
life enhancement. This is evident in Redmond’s business
practices, its commitment to improving the community,
and its promise to provide continual growth opportunities
for its employees.
Why we do what we do...
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At Redmond, we’re
passionate about
wellness and believe nature has it
right with products
and people. Real
products are rarely
the idealized image of perfection that many have been led to believe.
As with products, so with people. We believe people
have a certain beauty born not of idealized image,
but of natural uniqueness. We embrace real, and
believe it to be the essence of life and the source
of wellness of mind and body. This belief was the
foundation upon which we’ve built the Redmond
Trading family of brands, including
E WI
Real Salt® and Redmond Clay®.
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About Earthpaste

Earthpaste began because
we couldn’t find a natural
toothpaste we loved for
our families. We wanted
a toothpaste that was as
natural as possible, so we
started with hydrated Redmond Clay and added Xylitol, essential oils, and Real
Salt. And that’s it. Earthpaste is amazingly natural
toothpaste.

Earthpaste is Different

Earthpaste delivers all the benefits you expect from
a toothpaste without any chemicals or unnatural additives. It’s toothpaste unlike any other you’ve experienced – you’ll see the difference on your brush and feel
the difference in your mouth.
What’s Missing?

Earthpaste’s list of ingredients is unique, but the things
we left out are just as important. Most brands of toothpaste contain foaming agents like SLS (sodium lauryl
sulfate), and chemicals like titanium dioxide to make
the paste bright white. Not Earthpaste.
It isn’t just safe to swallow –
each ingredient in Earthpaste
has been used to support
healthy systems.
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About Earthpaste Ingredients

• Food-grade Redmond Clay®, a polishing
cleanser with antibacterial properties that has
been used for centuries to promote digestive
health.
• Purified Water, to hydrate the clay into a
creamy paste.
• Xylitol, a natural sweetener that has been
shown to promote healthy teeth.
• Redmond Real Salt®, to enhance the flavor
and lend antibacterial properties.
• Tea Tree Oil, a natural, essential oil,
commonly used to promote healthy skin,
supports oral health with excellent anti-viral
and anti-fungal properties.
• Menthol, used in peppermint and wintergreen
Earthpaste, leaves your breath fresh and
mouth feeling clean.
• Peppermint Essential Oil will make your
breath smell fresh, and it’s widely used to
promote stress relief and support digestion.
• Wintergreen Essential Oil lends a sweet,
minty flavor and has been used to promote
dental health.
• Cinnamon
Essential Oil
brings a familiar,
spicy flavor along
with its reputation
as an antioxidant
used to promote
healthy immune
function.
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We Keep It Real

Earthpaste is natural in color – it’s how toothpaste should be.

Amazingly Natural Toothpaste

